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Picture Languages with Array Rewriting Rules 
GIFT SIROMONEY, RANI SIROMONEY~ AND KAMALA KRITHIVASAN 
Madras Christian College, Tambaram, Madras, India 600059 
Generative models of picture languages with array rewriting rules are 
presented. The rewriting rules are regular, context-free or context-sensitive 
with arrays of terminals in the place of strings of terminals. Derivations are 
restricted by the condition for row and column catenation. The grammars 
describe a wide variety of pictures and are more powerful than the matrix 
grammars for digital pictures introduced in our earlier paper. A distinct 
hierarchy is shown to exist between the different classes introduced. The 
models are closed under reflection (about base and rightmost vertical), half- 
turn, quarter-turn, transpose, and conjugation. Further closure properties uch 
as union, product, star and hornomorphism are examined. The models can be 
applied to generate several interesting patterns of kolam and to describe the 
repetitive patterns of two-dimensional crystallography. Each letter of the 
alphabet of different sizes can be generated by a context-free array grammar. 
INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper (Siromoney, Siromoney, and Krithivasan, 1972) we 
introduced theoretical generative models to describe digital pictures viewed 
as matrices (m × n rectangular rrays of terminals). Formal phrase structure 
grammars in the Chomskian hierarchy together with a finite number of right 
linear grammars have provided a basis for generating matrices. The models 
are found useful to generate a variety of interesting classes of pictures. 
Simple transformations of a picture such as reflection, half-turn, and conjuga- 
tion are easily obtained from the grammar itself. Chomskian hierarchy of 
phrase structure languages (PSL) induces a natural hierarchy among picture 
classes in the sense that there are distinct picture classes which can be 
generated by grammars of one type but not generable by a grammar of a 
lower type. These grammars which generate matrices are generalizations of 
the equal matrix grammars tudied earlier (Siromoney, 1969). The unifying 
concept of abstract families of languages (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969) is 
extended to define abstract families of matrices (AFM) and it has been 
established that the families of matrices introduced are AFM. 
While developing the model we found that other interesting classes of 
pictures uch as Kirsch's right triangle (Kitsch, 1964), I and T of any size 
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but same propor t ion ,  staircase of X's (Shaw, 1969), and ko lam patterns 
(traditional picture patterns used to decorate the floor in South Indian 
homes) of particular types, required more powerful grammars to describe 
them. Further Rosenfeld (1970) has pointed out the need for array rewriting 
rules. The array grammar for Kirsch's triangle (Kirsch, 1964) is context- 
sensitive in nature. Based on the theoretical models proposed in this paper 
the class of Kirsch's right triangles can be generated by context-free array 
rewriting rules. 
Motivated by the need to generate picture languages which cannot be 
generated by our earlier models and to formulate grammars with array 
rewriting rules, we propose theoretical models which are powerful. 
In formal language theory new families of languages are introduced by 
changing the type of rewriting rules. Furthermore, in order to obtain richer 
families, restrictions are imposed on the use of production rules in well 
known families of grammars. Several such studies are available in the litera- 
ture (Salomaa, 1969). In this paper we have generalized the notion of rewriting 
rules in string grammars to array rewriting rules for matrix grammars. These 
rules are either regular (R), context-free (CF), or context-sensitive (CS) in 
nature but the use of the production rules is restricted by the condition for 
row and column concatenation. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section we first review some of the definitions and results in 
Siromoney, Siromoney, and Krithivasan (1972). 
Notat ion .  Let I be an alphabet--a finite nonempty set of symbols. 
A matrix over I is an m × n rectangular array of symbols from I (m, n ~ 1). 
The set of all matrices over 1 (including A) is denoted by 1"* and 
I++ ---- I** -- {A}. 
For strings x and y, x----a 1 ' ' ' an ,  y~-b~'"bm,  the concatenation 
(product) of x and y ~ x 'y  ~ a 1 "" anb 1 "" b ,~.  For matrices we define 
two types of concatenation, viz., row and column catenation (row and 
column product). 
DEF IN IT ION 1 . l .  I f  
a l l  "-" a ln  
X---- Y= . .  . . . . .  
acn  1 ° . .  amn 
h i1  . . .  bln, 
. °  °°° . .  
° .  . ° .  ° .  
bin, 1 "" b~,~,, 
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the column catenation X (0 Y, is defined only when m = m' and is given by 
an "'" aa, b n "'" bin, 
aml ... a.mnb,n I "" br~n, , 
and the row catenation X @ Y is defined only when n = n' and is given by 
a l l  ... a ln  
aml  "'" glmn 
bn "'" b:n 
bin, I . . .  bm,fz ° 
We use @ to denote either • or @. Also when there is no ambiguity and 
the meaning is clear then the operator @ is left out (as in string grammar 
where x • y is just written as xy). 
DEFINITION 1.2. If M and M'  are two sets of matrices the column 
product MOM'={XOY/X  in M, Y in M'} and the row product 
M @ M"  = {X @ Y /X  in M, Y in M'}. 
Notat ion.  I *  denotes the set of all horizontal sequences of letters from I 
and I + ---- I*  - -  {e}, where e is the identity element (of length zero). I .  denotes 
the set of all vertical sequences of letters over / ,  and I+ : I .  - -  {e}. Also 
(x) i+1 : (x) ~ • x, (x)~+l : (x),. @ x where x e I ++. In the special case when x 
is a string (horizontal or vertical) the operator 0 has the same meaning as ..... .
Kleene closure is defined iteratively as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let M be a set of matrices and MI= M, 
M 2 ~ M (i) M, . . . ,  M i+1 : M ~ © 3 I  then 
and 
M+ = U Mi  (column +)  
M*  = M + U {A} (column , ) .  
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Let M 1 = M, M 2 ----- M ® M,..., Mi+l = 3/ / /® M, then 
DEFINITION 1.4. If 
and 
then the transpose ofX, 
M+ = U (row +) 
i>_~l 
M,  = M+ U {A} (row *). 
X = 
a l l  -..  a ln  
,, . . . . .  
am1 ... amn 
a l l  """ aml  
T(X)  = . . . . . . .  
a ln  " "  amn ; 
the quarter-turn of X (in the clockwise direction), 
aml  . . .  a l l  
Q(X)  = . . . . . . .  
amn . . "  a ln  ; 
the reflection about the right-most vertical, 
a ln  " "  a l l  
R= 
amn ""  am1 ; 
the reflection about the base ,  
and a half-turn, 
aml  • . ,  amn 
X- - -  
a l l  • ", a ln  ; 
a ln  -- .  a l l  • 
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I f  M is a set of matrices from I++ then 
T(M) = {T(X)/X in M}, 
= {2[X in M}, 
M = {X[X  in M}, 
= {X/X  in M}. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A mapping Hf romI  ++ to (I')++ is called a homomorphism 
if H(X (!) Y) = H(X) • H(Y) and H(X ® Y) = H(X) ® n(Y) .  It is 
easily seen that a homomorphism is defined only when H(a) = r × s array 
of terminals from I', a in !, r and s the same for all a in L H' denotes the 
special case when s = r and h the special case when s = 1. I f  M is a set of 
matrices then H(M) = {H(X)/X in M}. 
DEFINITION 1.6. I f  M is a set of matrices then M, the complement of
M = I**  - -  M. 
DEFINITION 1.7. I f  X e {a, b} ++, then X c (the conjugate of X)  is the 
matrix in which every a in X is replaced by b and every b by a. I f  M is a set 
of matrices then M c = {Xc/X in M}. 
DEFINITION 1.8. 
[cit], i = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., n where 
c,j == 0 if 
= 1 if 
= 1 if 
= I if 
A @ B is read as A is superimposed on B. 
I f  A = [aij], B = [hi3.], aij , bi~ E {0, 1}, then A @ B = 
ai~ = bij = 0 
a / j=0,  b , j=  1 
a i j - -  1, b i j=0  
a,j = 1, b o .= 1. 
It  is immediately seen that the operation of superimposition is commu- 
tative (i.e., A@B=B@A)  and associative (i.e., ( (A@B)@C)= 
(A @ (B @ C))). We note that a matrix A can be superimposed on a matrix B 
only when they are of the same size. However, we can define an extension @' 
(generalized superimposition) asfollows. I f  A is a m × n matrix and B a r × s 
matrix (A and B consist of only two terminals) then A @ B((i, j) @ (p, q)) 
is defined such that the pqth element of B is placed on the ijth element of A 
and the resultant is C where an element in C is zero if corresponding elements 
in A and B are zero or if it is a blank. The element in C equals one otherwise. 
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DEFINITION 1.9. A phrase-structure matrix grammar (abbreviated PSMG), 
(context-sensitive matrix grammar (CSMG), context-free matrix grammar 
(CFMG), right-linear matrix grammar (RLMG)) is a two-tuple G = (G1, G2) 
where G 1 = (/11, I1,/)1, S) is a phrase-structure grammar (PSG), (context- 
sensitive grammar (CSG), context-free grammar (CFG), right linear grammar 
(RLG)) with 
V 1 = a finite set of horizontal nonterminals, 
11 = a finite set of intermediates = {S 1 ,..., Sk), 
P1 = a finite set of PSG (CSG, CFG, RLG) production rules called 
horizontal production rules, and S is the start symbol. S E/11, V 1 (~ I 1 = ~. 
k 
G2 = U G2i, where G2, = (V~i, I2, P2i, St), i = 1,..., h 
are k right-linear grammars with 12 -- a finite set of terminals, V2i = finite 
set of vertical nonterminals, S~ the start symbol, and Pzi finite set of right- 
linear production rules, V2i (3 V~j = ~ if i :A j. The derivations are obtained 
by first applying the horizontal productions and then the vertical productions. 
The set of all matrices generated by G is defined to be 
M(G) = {m × n arrays [aij], 
i = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., n, m, n ~ 1/S *~ S 1 ".  S n ~G~ [a/j]}. 
G1 
M(G) is called a phrase-structure matrix language (PSML), (context- 
sensitive matrix language (CSML), context-free matrix language (CFML), 
regular matrix language (RML)) if G is a PSMG (CSMG, CFMG, RLMG). 
DEFII'~ITION 1.10. A family of matrices is called an abstract family of 
matrices (AFM) if it is closed under the six operations of union, (column) 
concatenation, Kleene closure, e-free homomorphism, inverse homomor- 
phism, and intersection with regular matrices. 
We have established in our earlier paper that the family of PSML (CSML, 
CFML, RML) is an AFM. Further all the four families are closed under 
reflections about the rightmost vertical and about the base, and conjugation. 
In this paper we shall be concerned with matrices generated by grammars 
with array rewriting rules which are more powerful than the corresponding 
matrix grammars. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND ]~ASIC RESULTS 
In this section we define generative models whose grammars consist of 
array rewriting rules and establish a natural hierarchy between the different 
picture classes. The grammars are generalizations of our earlier models. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G = (V, / ,  P, S) be an array (rewriting) grammar 
(AG), where V = V 1 k3 Ve, V~ a finite set nonterminals, V2 a finite set of 
intermediates, 1 = a finite set of terminals, P - -P1  to Pe k)P3,  P1 is the 
finite set of nonterminal rules, P~ the finite set of intermediate rules and Pa 
the finite set of terminal rules. S ~ V 1 is the start symbol. /)1 is a finite set 
of ordered pairs (u, v) (written u ---> e), u and v in (V 1 u Vz) + or u and v in 
(v: u v,)+. 
P1 is context-sensitive (CS) if there is a (u, v) in P~ such that u = ulSlv 1 
and v = ul~v 1 where $1~ V1, ul, v l ,  ~ are all in (V1U V2)+ or all in (Vlto V2) + . 
/)1 is called context-free (CF) if every (u, v) in P1 is such that u ~ V 1 and , 
in (V 1 to V2) + or (V 1 to V2) + and regular (R) if u ~ V 1 and , of the form 
U@ V, U in  V land  V in  V~or U in  V~and V in  V 1. 
P2 is a set of ordered pairs (u, v), u and v in (g  2 to {xl ,... , x~}) + or u and e 
in (V 2 to {x 1 ..... x~})+ ; x 1 .... , x~ in I ++ have same number of rows in the 
first case and same number of columns in the second case; i.e., the finite set 
of intermediate rules involve only intermediates and a finite number of fixed 
arrays in I+% Further Pe is such that each intermediate in V 2 generates 
either a language (called intermediate matrix language) whose terminals are 
a finite number of arrays with the same number of rows or the transpose 
of such a language. P2 is called CS, CF, or R according as the intermediate 
matrix languages generated are CS, CF, or R. 
Pa the finite set of terminal rules are ordered pairs (u, v), u in (V 1 to V2) 
and v in I ++. 
An array grammar (AG) is called (CS : CS) AG if the nonterminal rules 
are CS and at least one intermediate language is CS. 
An array grammar is called (CS : CF) AG if the nonterminal rules are CS 
and none of the intermediate languages is CS. A grammar is (CS : R) AG 
if the nonterminal rules are CS and all the intermediate languages are regular. 
Similarly for all the other six, viz., (CF :CS)AG,  (CF :  CF)AG,  
(¢F  : R) AG, (R : CS) AG, (R : CF) AG, (R : R) AG. 
Notation. We write a ~P1 fl or ~ ~e2 fi or ~ ~ fi when a rule in /)1 
or Pe or P~ is used in the derivation. When the meaning is clear we omit 
P1, P2, and P3 • "*~" is the reflexive, transitive closure of "~" .  I f  -// is an 
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intermediate then the intermediate matrix language generated by .// is 
M A ~- {X/A *~ X e (x, .... , x~)  +, x I . . . .  , x~l ++, and xl,... , x~ have same 
number of rows} or Ma = {X/A ~ X ~ (xl ,..., x~)+ , x 1 .... , x~ in I ++ and 
xl,..., x~ have same number of columns}. Derivations proceed as follows. 
Starting with the start symbol S nonterminal rules are applied without 
any restriction just as in string grammar (except that @ acts both horizontally 
and vertically) till all the nonterminals are replaced, introducing parentheses 
wherever necessary, since the operator @ is not associative. Now replace 
for each intermediate A in V~ elements from M A (the intermediate matrix 
language by A) subject o the conditions imposed by the row and column 
catenation operator. The replacements start from the innermost parenthesis 
and proceed outwards. The derivation comes to a dead end if the condition 
for row or column catenation is not satisfied. 
DEFINITION 2.2. M = {X/S  *~aX, X in I++} is a (context-sensitive : 
context-sensitive) array language ((CS : CS) AL) if there exists a (CS : CS) AG 
G such that M = M(G). Similarly for the other eight families. 
Remark 1. The nonterminal rules involve only the nonterminals and 
intermediates and are called CS, CF, or R according as the rules are CS, 
CF, or R treating the intermediates a  terminals and using the operation @. 
Remark 2. For string grammars regular sets are generated only with 
right-linear (or left-linear) rules. Here we impose the restriction that all the 
rules with the O operator must be right-linear (or left-linear). In other 
words we call P1 the set of nonterminal rules to be regular in the following 
four cases: 
(i) all rules with @ are right-linear and all rules with • are right- 
linear, or 
(ii) all rules with @ are right-linear and all rules with @ are left- 
linear, or 
(iii) all rules with © are left-linear and all rules with • are left-linear, 
or 
(iv) all rules with O are left-linear and all rules with • right-linear, 
treating the intermediates a terminals. 
I f  we wish to make a distinction between the four, we may call them, 
column right/row right, column right/row left, column left/row left, column 
left/row right. 
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Remark 3. In practice instead of enumerating the intermediate rules, 
we mention the intermediate matrix languages generated by each one of the 
intermediates. Also, in the rules, we combine (V) + and (V)+ together as (V) + 
by suitable insertion of parentheses. We illustrate with the help of examples. 
Kirsch (1964) has given CS array rewriting rules to generate right triangles. 
We now give simple context-free array rewriting grammars to generate this. 
We also note that all letters of the alphabet of different sizes but of fixed 
proportion can be generated by our regular and context-free array grammars. 
• o o - • • • • • X 
. . . . .  X X X X  
• • • o * ° X • 
• . X X X X .  . . 
i~ i  x . . . . . .  
X • ~ ° • 
FIG. 1. Staircase of X 's  in Example 2.1(a). 
EXAMPLE 2.1(a). Staircase of X's (Fig. 1) G = (V, I, P, S) where 
v = v~ u v~, v~ = {s}, v~ = {a, B) 
I = {X, .}, P~ = {S ~ (A ® S) (D B} 
S xxx ' 
= l ( :  )" 
((: : 
M(G) = the set of staircases of X's (of a fixed proportion) is a (R : R) AL = 
{M, Jn >~ 1}. 
EXAMPLE 2.1(b). Right-angled 45 ° triangles of X's. With the same /'1 
as in Example 2.1(a) but changing Pa and the intermediate languages we get 
the class of all right-angled triangles of X's. 
Let P~ = {S -+ X}, L A ~ {(.)~/n >/1}, LB = {(X)n/n >/1}. Then Fig. 2 
gives Ma, Me, M s ,... of {M~/n >/1} which is a (R : R) AL. 
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X 
° Q o ~ X  
.X  .XX  
. .X  .XX  . X X X  
. X _ XX  . X X X  . X X X X  
XX X X X  X X X X  X X X X X  
M 1 M 2 hi 3 M 4 M 5 
Fro. 2. Right triangles of X's in Example 2.1(b). 
EXAMPLE 2.1(C). L of all sizes and fixed proportion. In our earlier paper 
the token L of all sizes and of all proportions is generated by a RLMG. 
Here we generate L of a fixed proportion and of all sizes with a (R : R) AG. 
The same P1 of Example 2.1(a) is used with 
: l ;  t I LA={X(.)~/n>/O}, LB ( ~/n~ 1 and P3= S-~XX " 
This grammar generates L of all sizes, the ratio between the two arms of L 
being fixed--in this case the ratio is 1 (Fig. 3). 
X ~ ° ° ° 
X . X . . . .  
X . X . X . . . .  
X . X X . X . . . .  
xx  xx xx 
M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 
FIG. 3. L of same proportion in Example 2.1(c). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let G = (V', I ' ,  P, S), where 
y '  = vl  u v~ , v l  = {s, s3 ,  V~ = {A, C, D, Z,F}, 
I '  ={V,  W,R,L,B,H,I,.}, 
P1 = {S --+ E (!) (A @ S 1 ~ D) • F, S~ -+ (A @ $1) C) C}, 
P3= S--->W,S---~ vR ,S I -+  H I ,  VB 
LA = {(.)n/n ~ 1}, Lc = {H @ (I)n/n ~ 1}, 
LD = {(B)~/n ~ 1}, L~ = {(.)~ @ V/n ~ 1}, 
Le = {W @(L)~ @ R/n ~ 1}. 
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We derive the element M~ ~ M(G) = {Mn/n >~ 1} 
S 
.W 
~E© . H@F~ . . HL .  
H I  . H I  L 
BB  VBBR 
Thus, M(G)= the set of all Kirsch's right triangles is a (CF :R)AL .  
M1,..., Ms ,  are given in Fig. 4. 
. .W HL 
. N . HL  . I~ I L  
• H H L . H I L . H I I L 
H VR (r B R VB B R VB B B R 
M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 
FIG. 4. K irsch's  right triangle of Example 2.2. 
L A = {(X)2n+l/l ' l  ) 1}, 
L~ = I ( ' ) " / , ,  ~> 11 , 
EXAMPLE 2.3. I of different sizes but of same proportion {Mn/n >/ l} = I 
of different sizes but same proportion (Fig. 5) is generated by the following 
(CF : R)AG. 
G = (V,/, P, S) where 
V ~- V~ U V2, V 1 = {S, S~}, V 2 = {A, B, C, D}, 
z = {., x}, 
/)1 ={S~(B ®S~ ®B)  @A ©(B ®S~ ®B),S~--+(S~ @C) OD}, 
! 
Ps = l $1 --~ m 
\ 
L ,  = {(X)'~/n >~ 1}, 
LD = {(. )~+~/n >~ ~}. 
We now establish the relationship between the different classes of matrices 
generated by these grammars. We shall consider twelve classes of matrices 
and establish a distinct hierarchy among them. The following table gives 
the hierarchy. 
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XXX 
• X . 
XXX 
X X X  
X X X X X  . . 
• X ° 
• X ° • 
• X . 







xx i i  
M 1 M 2 M 3 
FIo. 5. I of same proportion i  Example 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
RML C (R: R) AL C (R: CF) AL C (R: CS) AL 
CFML C (CF : R) AL C (CF:  CF) AL C (CF:  CS) AL 
c c c c 
CSML C (CS : R) AL C (CS: CF) AL C (CS : CS) AL. 
We prove these with the help of certain lemmas and examples. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
RML C CFML C CSML. 
This has been established in our earlier paper. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
and 
RML C (R : R) AL, 
CFML C (CF : R) AL, 
CSML C (CS : R) AL. 
Proof. We give the proof for RML C (R : R) AL, the proof for the other 
two being similar. Let G ~ (G1, G2) be an RLMG generating the RML 
M(G) = (L) :: (R 1 ..... R~), where L = L(G1) = (V1, I1, P1, S) with 
7e 
11 = {S 1,...,Se} and G~ : ~=1G2~, G2i : (V2~,13,P2~, S~) and 
L(G~i) = Ri.  Then the (R : R) AG G' : (V, Is, P1, S), where V : V 1 w V~, 
V~ : {S 1 .... , Sk},/'1 is the set of nonterminal rules, and each intermediate 
Si generates the regular set Ri • 
It is clear that M(G') : M(G). 
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To prove proper inclusion we give examples. In Example 2.2(c) we have 
given an (R : R) AG to generate L of all sizes but fixed proportion, and in 
Example 2.3 we have given a (CF : R) AG to generate I of different sizes 
but a fixed proportion. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
RML C (R: R) AL, 
CFML C (CF:  R) AL. 
Proof. First we note that m × n rectangular arrays m, n /> 1, m/n or 
n/m ~ k (positive) cannot be generated by any PSMG. Since by definition, 
in any PSMG, the horizontal derivations proceed independent of the vertical 
derivations. Hence, matrices with constraints between the lengths of the 
vertical and the horizontal cannot be generated by a PSMG. Examples 2.2(c) 
and 2.3 cannot be generated by any PSMG. 
Remark. We have seen that L of all sizes and all proportions i generated 
by a RLMG but L of all sizes and a fixed proportion by a (R : R) AG. I of 
all sizes and all proportions by a CFMG and I of all sizes and same propor- 
tion by a (CF : R) AG. The four-pronged fork of all sizes and all proportions 
is generated by a CSMG, and it would be expected that the four-pronged 
fork of all sizes but same proportion to be generated by a (CS : R)AG. 
But we note that it can be generated by a (CF : R) AG. This is mainly due 
to the fact that CF nonterminal rules are sufficient o generate m X n rectan- 
gular arrays of a single terminal whenever there is a constraint between m 
and n. More generally we can show that if m = a polynomial in r (say 
ao r~ + "'" + as) and m/n = constant hen m X n rectangular arrays of a 
single terminal can be generated by CF nonterminal rules. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let {M,/n ~ 1} be an infinite sequence of matrices uch that 
M,~ is any one of the following forms. For all n > 1, Mn = (X ® hi,,_1) @ Y 
or Y O) (X @ M~_I) or Y (i) (Mn-t @ X) or (]Fin_ 1 @ X) 0 Y, where X 
and Y are members chosen from intermediate matrix languages Lx and L r (subjects 
to conditions imposed by row and column catenation). Then {M~} can be generated 
by regular nonterminal rules. Further, if this recursive definition of (Ms) is 
unique then {M~} is a (R : R) AL or (R : CF) AL or (R : CS) AL according 
as both Lx and Lv are regular or at least one of Lx and Ly is CF (the others may 
be regular), or CS (the other may be regular or CF). 
Proof. This is immediate since we can have the nonterminal rule 
S --+ (d ® S) 0 B, the terminal rule S --~ M 1 (similarly for the other three 
cases) and intermediate rules to generate LA and LB • 
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LzsIrvIA 2.5. Let {M~/n >/ 1} be an infinite sequence of matrices such that 
for all n >~ 1, M,~ = X z C' (I71 <9 M~,_, ~,'~ I"2) © 322, or el'I,, = 221 Q- 
(I", © el~,_, G Y~) 0 x., ; x l  , x., , Y~ , Y,_ chosen from intermediate matrix 
languages Lx, , Lx 2 , Ly, , Lx~ (subject o row and column eatenation) zvhere at 
least X ,  and X 2 or I71 and Y2 are nonempU. I f  this recursive definition of M~ 
is unique, then {M,} is generated by CF nonterminal rules but not by any regular 
nonterminal rules. Further {M,,} is a (CF: R) AL or (CF: CF) AL or 
(CF : CS) AL according as Lx~ , Lx 2 , Ly~ , Ly2 are all regular or at least one 
of them is CF (others may be regular) or CS (others may be CF or regular). 
Pro@ First we note that in any grammar that generates M,~ = 
I71 @ M,~_, @ Y2 or ](1 © M~,_, © Y2 there is at least one nonterminal 
which is self-embedding. From formal language theory- we know that if all 
grammars that generate a language have self-embedding nonterminal then 
the language generated cannot be a regular set. It follows that the nonterminal 
rules must be context-free and cannot be regular. 
Remark. In Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 if the recursive definition is not unique 
then the class to which M,, belongs is determined by the lowest type of 
grammar which generates M~. 
From Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 and the existence of CF languages that are not 
right-linear and the existence of CS languages that are not CF (Ginsburg, 
1966) the following results follow immediately. 
LEMMA 2.6. 
(R :R)  AL C (R :CF)  AL C (R :CS)  AL 
c c g 
(cF : R) al .  c (CF : CF) AL C (CF: CS) al.. 
We illustrate with the help of examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let {M~/n >/ 1} be a set of matrices uch that 
where 
X 
M I ~= . 
X 
• , = 1 (x )~ )7" >-'I a" "'. ' • 
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Figure 6 illustrates M1, Mz, M 3 ..... This language is (R : CF) AL but not 
(R : R) AL. That it is not (R : R) AL can be seen from the fact that the 
intermediate matrix language has a pattern which is self-embedding and, 
hence, CF. Hence, it cannot be (R : R) AL. 
• X 
• X 
. X . XX  
. X . X . 
X . X . X 
. X . XX  
XX X X X  




. XX  
. XX  
XX . 
X . X 
X . XX  
. X X X  
X X X X  
M 3 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let {M~/n >/ I} be the infinite sequence of matrices uch 
that M.+ 1 = (X a @ Ms) (i) I/-1, where 
Lr  is CS. Thus, {M~} is (R : CS) AL since intermediate matrix language 
is CS. M1, M2, Ma are shown in Fig. 7. 
• X 
• X 
• • • X 
.X  .XX  
. X . . X .  
. X . X X  
.X  . ) [  . X .  X 
. X XX . X X X  
X XX 
. X . X . . X . X 
X . X . X X . XX  
• X . XX  X X X  
XX XXX X X X X  
M 1 M2 M 3 
Fmum~ 7 
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EXAMPLE 2.6. Let {N,/n >/ 1} be a set of matrices uch that 
where M~ is the set of matrices defined in Example 2.4. Mn is a (R : CF) AL 
and hence N n is a (CF : CF) AL. We can easily see that N~ is not (CF : R) AL 
since the intermediate languages are CF. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let {N~/n >/ 1} be a set of matrices uch that 
N~ = 2VI. © Mn 
where M~ is the set of matrices defined in Example 2.5. M~ is (R : CS) AL. 
Hence N~ is (CF : CS) AL. We see that it is not (CF : CF) AL since the 
intermediate matrix languages are CS. 
We have still to prove that 
(CF : R) AL ~ (CF : CF) AL ~ (CF : CS) AL 
g g 
(CS: R) AL ~ (CS: CF) AL ~ (CS: CS) AL. 
Inclusion follows immediately from the definition of grammar. To prove 
proper inclusion we give examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. We shall show that (CF : R) AL ,C (CS : R) AL. Let the 
nonterminal rules generate 
(B)n/n >~ 1, where A, B, C are the intermediates 
(c ) j  
and let 
La = {anb~/m, n >/1}, L~ = {cnd~/m, n >/1}, 
L c = {enfm/m, n ~ 1}. 
Then M(G) is (CS : R) AL and not CSML nor (CF : R) AL, since 
(A)°) 
(B)~ l is CS and LA, LB, Lc are R. 
(c).) 
EXAMPLE 2.9. We shall show that (CS : R) AL ,C (CS : CF) AL. Let 
the nonterrninal rules generate {A~BnCn/n >/1}, A, B, C are intermediates 
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and L A = {(a)n/n ~ ]}, L B = {(b)n/n ~ 1} and Lc = {c"X'~d"/m, n >/1}. 
Then M(G) is (CS : CF) AL and not (CS : R) AL nor (CF : CS) AL, since 
nonterminal rules are CS and intermediate languages CF. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. We shall show that (CS : CF) AL C (CS : CS) AL. Let 
the nonterminal rules generate {AnBnCn/n ~ 1} and let 
t()°/ } t(X)2°/n I LA= ] X)~/n>~l , L ,=  > 1 and Lc={(  )a,/n>~l}. t(.) .  / ' 
Then M(G) is (CS : CS) AL and not (CF : CS) AL nor (CS : CF) AL since 
the nonterminal rules are CS and LA is CS. 
Remark. The table in Theorem 2.1 gives the hierarchy in two directions. 
With the help of the foregoing examples, we note that there are several 
pairs of families which are not comparable. In other words there are pairs 
like (CF:  R) AL and (R: CF) AL such that (CF: R) AL ~ (R: CF) AL 
and (R : CF) AL ~ (CF : R) AL. This is true since Example 2.3 cannot be 
generated by any (R : CF) AG and Example 2.4 cannot be generated by any 
(CF :R)AG.  Similarly for other pairs. In fact all the examples we have 
given are so chosen that they illustrate the noncomparability of certain pairs 
of families. 
3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES  
In this section we examine the closure and nonclosure properties of the 
twelve families of matrices under operations defined already in Sections 1 
and 2. Wherever proofs are similar we give the proof for only one family. 
THEOREM 3.1. All the twelve families of matrix languages are closed under 
union. 
Proof is obvious and is left out. 
THEOREM 3.2. All the twelve families of matrix languages are closed under 
(column homomorphism) h but the nine array languages are closed under (matrix 
homomorphism) H and H'. 
Proof. We give the proof for H and for (R : R) AL the other results 
being similar or special cases. Let G be a (R :R)AG generating the 
(R :R)  AL M(G). Let G' be constructed from G as follows. The non- 
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terminal rules of G' are the same as the nonterminal rules in G. The terminal 
rules in G' are terminal rules in G, where each a in I is replaced by H(a). 
The intermediate languages in G' are obtained from the intermediate 
languages of G with each a in I replaced by H(a). It is clear that G' is 
(R : R) AG. 
In our earlier papers we have shown how the three types of homomorphism 
viz., h, H, H have meaning in picture languages in that h represents an 
elongation, H' a topological transformation, and H'  a magnification i  the 
special case when there are only two terminals and h, H, H'  of one terminal 
consists of only that terminal. 
THEOREM 3.3. (CF : R) AL, (CF : CF) AL, (CF : CS) AL, (CS : R) AL, 
(CS : CF) AL, and (CS : CS) AL are closed under row and column catenation 
and row and column star. 
Proof is obvious (from the definition and from similar proofs in formal 
language theory). 
THEOREM 3.4. (R : R) AL, (R : CF) AL, (R : CS) AL are not closed under 
row or column catenation, or row or column star. 
Proof. Here we sketch the proof for (R : R) AL, the other two being 
similar. The proof follows from the fact that for (R : R) AL the nonterminal 
rules involving © may be either right-linear or left-linear and it is well 
known from formal anguage theory that the column product of two languages 
one of which has right-linear nonterminal rules involving (9 and the other 
left-linear ules involving (D is linear. We illustrate with the help of an 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let M be the set of right triangles and -7~ be their reflec- 
tion about the rightmost vertical. Grammar for M is G = (V, I, P, $1) and 
grammar for ~ is G = (V',/,  P', Se) 
v = v l  u v~, v l  = {sl}, v~ = {A, B}, I = {X, .} 
XXI" X P~ = {S~ -~ (A @ S1) © B}, Pa = ( S~ -~ 
L a = ((.)~]n >/1} i~ = {(X)~/n >/l}, 
v '  = v~' u v ( ,  v l '  = {s~}, v ;  = {A, B}, 
I P~' = {s~ ~ B • (A ® S~)}, P ;  = S~ -~ X X " 
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. X 
XX 
. . ° ° X  
.X  .XX  
.X  .XX  .XXX 
. XX  . XXX . XXXX 
XXX XXXX XXXXX 
N 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 
X ° 
X X 
X ° ° ° ° 
X.  XX .  
X .  XX .  XXX.  
XX  . XXX . XXXX . 
XX  X X X X X XXX X X 
M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 





. . X X  . X X X X .  
. X X X X  . . X X X X X X  . 
X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
M@M M@M 
2 2 3 3 
. . . .  XX  . . . .  
. . X X X ×  
. X X X X X X .  
. X X X X X X X X  . 
X X X X X X X X X X  
N4~ M 4 
F IGURE 8 
The product  M '= M (!)Jl~ is g iven by  the  grammar  G = (V,I, l_P, S),  
where  V = V 1 k) g2 ,  g 1 = {S}, g~ = {C, D}, 
XXXXt'" X .  PI = {S ~ (C O M O C) O D}, P3 = (S-+ 
L~ = {(X)n/n ~> 1}, Lc = {(  )n/n >~ 1}, 
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and we can see that the nonterminal rules in G are linear and, hence, CF 
and not regular (Fig. 8). 
THEOREM 3.5. All the nine families of matrices are closed under transpose, 
quarter-turn, reflection about rightmost vertical, reflection about base and, 
hence, under half-turn. 
Proof. We shall give the proof for (R : R) AL and reflection about the 
base, proof being similar for the other cases. Let G be a (R : R) AG and 
M = M(G). G' is obtained as follows. All the nonterminal rules in G which 
involve • only are in G'. Corresponding to a nonterminal rule S 1 --* A @ B 
in G we have S 1 -+ B ® A in G'. The terminal rules are obtained as follows. 
If  S 1 --* X is a terminal rule in G, $1 -+X is in G'. IfLA is an intermediate 
matrix language generated by A in G, La is an intermediate matrix language 
generated by A in G', and we can easily see that La is regular ifLA is regular. 
Thus, G is (R : R) AG, and, hence, M = M(G') is (R : R) AL. 
TABLE 1 
Closure Properties of Array Languages 
Row Column 
eatena- catena- Row Column 
Language Union tion tion star star h H 
RML Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No 
(R : R)AL Yes No No No No Yes Yes 
(R : CF)AL Yes No No No No Yes Yes 
(R : CS)AL Yes No No No No Yes Yes 
CFML Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No 
(CF : R)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CF : CF)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CF : CS)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
CSML Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No 
(CS : R)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CS : CF)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CS : CS)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
THEOREM 3.6. All the twelve families of matrix languages are closed under 
conjugation. 
Proof is straightforward and is left out. 
The following tables (Tables 1 and 2) summarize the closure properties. 
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TABLE 2 
Closure Properties of Array Languages 
4,67 
Reflection Reflection 
Quarter- about about Half- Conjuga- 
Language turn Transpose vertical base turn tion 
RML No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(R : R)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(R : CF)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(R : CS)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
CFML No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CF : R)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CF : CF)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CF : CS)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
CSML No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CS : R)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CS : CF)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
(CS : CS)AL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The generative models we introduced earlier have a variety of applications. 
The context-free array grammars can generate interesting classes of kolam 
patterns. Infinite sets describing the same kolam pattern can be generated by 
a single grammar and there is a distinct hierarchy between different classes. 
Very often when a kolam is drawn it is done mainly with reference to the 
number and pattern of dots. The classification and hierarchy can be done 
with the help of binary pictures consisting of dots and blanks only, and these 
can be generated either by RLMG or CF array grammar. 
The models can also be used to generate the 17 space groups of two dimen- 
sional crystallography and are capable of extension to three and higher 
dimensions (Siromoney, Krithivasan and Siromoney, 1973). 
In this section we show that a generalization i  the definition of our models 
leads to the generation of the 17 possible repetitive patterns in two dimen- 
sions. These infinite two-dimensional groups (the symmetry groups of 
repetitive patterns) generally referred to as the 17 space groups of two- 
dimensional crystallography (Coxeter, 1961 ; Buerger, 1956) can be generated 
by two independent translations by the proper choice of compound primitives 
and the fundamental region. We call a primitive compound if it is obtained 
643/22/5-5 
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as the union of performing two or more symmetry operations (like reflection, 
half-turn, rotation, etc.) on a single primitive. 
The modification needed for the reformulation is to consider m × n 
arrays of terminals in two independent directions not necessarily perpen- 
dicular. In other words, our earlier models were formulated to generate 
m × n rectangular arrays of terminals m, n >~ 1. Now row and column 
catenation can be generalized to apply to parallelograms of terminals and the 
models redefined to generate m × n parallelogram (~)  of terminals. The 
two directions are determined by two given vectors v 1 and v 2 . In such as 
case we can redefine the four matrix grammars and call them PS~ G, 
CSz::7 G, CFz::7 G, and RLz::7 G and correspondingly for the languages. 
Similarly for the nine array grammars we have (R : R)~" G, (R : CF)~ G, 
(R :CS)z :2  G and so on for others and correspondingly for the 
languages. 
We note that the 17 symmetry groups by a proper choice of the funda- 
mental cell with compound primitives and two independent translations 
v 1 , ve, can be generated by RLz~ G, where the directions of the parallelo- 
gram are determined by v 1 and v 2 . Table 3 enumerates simple grammars 
to describe the generation of the 17 isometries. The choice of the "generators" 
is not unique but Coxeter (1961) has given convenient generators for the 
17 patterns and we can give grammars in terms of these generators and the 
single primitive in the fundamental cell. The grammars are still RL ~ G 
but more complicated and not as elegant as the ones in Table 3 in which 
each compound primitive contains different combinations of the single 
primitive operated upon by the component symmetry operation just once. 
For the last five groups (where the primitive has three- or six-fold 
symmetry) we note that if the hexagonal pattern of the compound 
primitives is to be maintained then CF array grammars are needed for their 
generation. 
Notation. P++ denotes {(P'~),~/m, n >/1} where P is a finite parallelogram 
array of terminals where the parallelogram is determined by two vectors v 1 
and v S . p denotes a primitive, 104 its quarter-turn (in the clockwise direction), 
Po rotation through an angle O,/5 reflection about the right vertical, p reflec- 
tion about base, and ~ half-turn. 
It is easily seen that P++ is generated by an RL~_~ G, and, hence, in 
Table 3 we list P++ instead of the grammar generating P++. 
B stands for a parallelogram consisting of blanks (introduced in P in 
order that condition for row and column catenation may be satisfied). 
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TABLE 3 
Space Groups of Two-Dimensional Crystallography 
No, Group Picture language 
1 p l  (So)++ 
3 i,m (1' !3)~ 
B + 
5 cm ( ( ! )  (PB)) + 
6 pmm (Pp ~)~ 
7 pmg ((PB B B [5 + 
8 @gg B ~ 
B (p B + 
9 cmm P 
(p {, + 
P~I + 10 p4 (P~ ~I+ 
11 p4m (!5 ~q P~ ~)+ 
P PaP~P+ 
Pq P ) (P  
12 p4g ~(Ppa p/3q) (pq i : / /  + 
13 p3 (P P~/~P2~/~)f- 
14 p 3ml ( (pp)(pp)~/8( pp)2~r/3) + 
15 p31m ((p[O(p~)#l~(piS)~#ls) + 
16 p6 ( PP~r I~ P~ IaPP 4~r lsPs~ f3) + 
17 p6m ((PP)(PP)~/6(PP),~/3(~P)(PP){4~/6(PP)}~/6))~ 
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CONCLUSION 
The class of grammars with array rewriting rules is a powerful tool to 
describe pictures and there is a natural hierarchy among the different picture 
classes. Reflection, half-turn, magnification, and conjugates of a picture class 
are obtained from the grammar itself. Picture classes where there is a fixed 
relation of certain type between the vertical and the horizontal are generated 
by CF array rewriting rules. 
These models together with the AFM introduced earlier can be generalized 
to three and higher dimensions. The three-dimensional AFM and the three- 
dimensional array rewriting rules can prove useful in application to three- 
dimensional crystallography. 
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